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1.0 Preface 

 
This manual has been written to represent the basic installation and operation characteristics of 
the QC dispensers.  This manual applies, in its entirety, to current units. 
 
Guidelines will be suggested as to the preferred method of installation; however, customer 
requirements, facility layouts and local and state plumbing codes will dictate variations in the 
final installation. 
 
1.1 System Features 
 
 Product selector valves for spray bottle and mop bucket filling. 
 Push button filling with “push and turn” mop bucket locking feature for mop bucket filling. 
 Simple three screw cabinet mounting. 
 Two backflow prevention options available (Airgap and 1052). 
 Separate spray bottle and mop bucket fill rates (1 gpm and 3.5 gpm). 
 Use of metering tips to select dilution rates. 
 Easy product concentrate cartridge docking. 
 Built-in product cartridge dip tubes. 
 Color-coded trilingual labeling, useage icons, consistent product colors and numbering. 
 Locking product concentrate door. 
 Low foaming spray bottle fill tube. 
 Small light weight product cartridges. 

 
CAUTION:  These operation and servicing instructions are for use by qualified personnel only. 
The installation must be made in accordance with local and state plumbing codes.  Backflow 
prevention has been provided.  For further information contact Professional Products Customer 
Service at 1-800-332-6522. 
 
 
2.0 Introduction 
 
The QC Ultra Concentrate dilution systems are designed to provide a safe and easy method for 
dispensing use-solutions of cleaning, disinfecting, floor care and odor control housekeeping 
products. 
 
This manual applies to all three of the available equipment options; The four product central 
supply (spray bottle/mop bucket fill) and the spray bottle only or mop bucket only two product 
satellite dispensers. 
 
NOTE:  Although auto scrubbers can be filled through the mop bucket tube, selected dilution 
rates may greatly affect product consumption rates. 
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2.1 Principle of Operation 
 
Individual cabinets are mounted to a wall using three anchors.  A 6 foot water supply hose comes 
assembled to the cabinet for connection to a 30 psi minimum fresh water source.  A variety of 
metering tips are provided to select the desired use-solution.  The color-coded concentrate 
cartridges are loaded into the cabinet and clicked into place.  With the desired product selected, 
spray bottles or mop buckets are filled by the push of a button. 
 
IMPORTANT:  The QC dispensing systems have been designed for use with the QC 
concentrate product cartridges only.  No other products should be used.  In addition, the metering 
tip charts presented in this manual are exclusive to the QC concentrates, the equipment and the 
method of aspiration.  Any substitutions of any part of this “system” will affect your use-solution 
concentration. 
 
 
3.0 Specifications 
 
3.1   Four Product Central Supply Dimensions 
 
 Height (H): 20.25”  (50.6 cm) 
 Width (W): 13”  (32.5 cm) 
 Depth (D):  8.5”  (21.3 cm) 
 Weight:  7.9 lbs.  (3.580 kg) 

 
3.2   Two Product Satellite Dimensions  
 
 Height (H): 20.5”  (51.3 cm) 
 Width (W): 7”  (17.5 cm) 
 Depth (D):  8.5”  (21.3 cm) 
 Weight:  4.3 lbs  (1.970 kg) 

 
3.3   Water Supply Requirement 
 
A cold water source with the following static pressure requirements: 
 Minimum: 30 PSI 
 Maximum: 85 PSI 
 Maximum temperature of water source should not exceed 140 F (60 C). 
 
WARNING: Failure to prevent water temperature from exceeding maximum 

recommendation voids all warranties and may cause permanent damage to 
the dispensing unit. 

 
NOTE: All AG (Air Gap) units must have a NSF approved hose for the water supply or another 
NSF approved connection. All non-air gap units can use the black rubber hose in conjunction 
with the ASSE 1052 backflow preventer at the water source. 
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3.4  Air Gap Aspirator Detail 
 
Specifications:  The Air Gap Aspirator is included in: 
 
QC Central Supply AG Pkd  # 9202-2028 
QC Satellite AG Btl Pkd  # 9202-2031 
QC Satellite AG Mop Pkd  # 9202-2032 
 

 
 
 
4.0 Installation Procedures 
 
4.1  Central Supply and Satellite Units 
 
The QC dispensers are designed to fit in most areas within a housekeeping closet.  These 
cabinets are designed to be mounted on any vertical surface.  Careful selection of the mounting 
surface and location from an available water source/drain are essential.  The preferred location is 
within 4 – 6 feet of the water source so no additional supply hose is needed.  It is also best to 
mount the cabinets over a sink or basin to contain any water spilling from the cabinet that can 
occur when using the air gap method of backflow prevention. 
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4.2   Central Supply and Satellite Cabinet Mounting Procedures 
 
4.2.1 Removing the Top Cover 
 
 Using the brass key, opening the bottom product storage door. 
 Locate the top cover finger release tab. Using your thumb as a stop, gently pull the tab 

towards you with your index finger, releasing the cover. 
 
IMPORTANT:  Rotate the finger release tab gently.  Should you break this tab off, the cover 
can be secured using a #4 screw.  Fasten screw through cover hole and cabinet body. 
 

 
 

 Next, grasp and lift the top part of the cover up and over the top of the cabinet.  The cover is 
now free from the cabinet body and can be removed.  

 
 

4.2.2 Mounting the Cabinet 
 
 A slotted mounting keyhole is located just above the water valves on the back of the cabinet 

body (see picture/next page).  This design allows you to position a single screw into the wall, 
then hang the cabinet; mark and drill the remaining lower two mounting holes. 

31 

Alternate screw hole position.
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 When mounting on sheet rock, the top mounting screw should be driven into a wall stud.  
When mounting on concrete block, you will notice that if you position the cabinet correctly, 
all 3 mounting holes will line up within the cement grout lines, making installation easier. 

 If using the anchors provided for installation, a 1/4 inch (6 mm) drill bit should be used.  Tap 
anchors into place. 

 

 
 
 With the holes drilled you are now ready to mount the cabinet.  Make sure the water supply 

hose is not kinking any of the product tubing. 
 The water supply hose will need to be positioned between two of the cartridge docking 

manifolds as you place the cabinet onto the wall. 
 
 
 

 
 
 Carefully fasten all three screws firmly in place.  

 
 
IMPORTANT:  Both of the lower mounting screws must be installed to insure product cartridge 
removal. 
 

Slotted Keyhole 

Lower Mounting  

Lower Mounting 

1 
4 

10

12 11 

13 29 

28 14 

42 26 25 

16 18 
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Use the hose clamp in your I&O manual bag to firmly attach the mop tube to the aspirator barb.  
First route the mop tube as shown through the hole in the cabinet wall.  Push tube firmly onto the 
aspirator barb.  Tighten the hose clamp securely around the tube just above the aspirator barb.   
 
4.3 Selecting Desired Dilutions 
 
With the top cover removed, select individual metering tips as recommended in section (13) to 
achieve the desired use-solution in oz./gal.  It is vital to understand that the dilutions for the QC 
system are different from any other system.  Due to the variety of products and equipment used 
for QC, specific metering tips are required to achieve different dilutions for each product and for 
each method of aspiration (Airgap and Standard).  Review the enclosed tip charts carefully to 
ensure your metering tip selection is correct for your target use-solution.  To volumetrically 
check the dilution rates, refer to Section 4.4. 

 
4.3.1 Central Supply 
 
Exclusive to the four product central supply is the sequence of product cartridge docking ports 
and how they relate to the two selector valves (spray and mop). 
 
As you face the front of the unit (as shown on next page), the product docking ports are 
identified from left to right (A through D).  Each cartridge docking port has a docking manifold 
fitted with two tubes; one tube going to the left selector valve (spray) and the other tube going to 
the right selector valve (mop). 
 
IMPORTANT:  While the tubing has been routed at the manufacturer to speed installation, you 
should check to make sure all tubing positions are correct before inserting the metering tips.   
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To begin the set-up start by placing one of each of the four product cartridges into each docking 
port.  Press firmly into place.  Product docking port A corresponds to the lower left barb for both 
the spray (left) and mop (right) selector valves.  Positions B, C and D then follow clockwise 
around the selector valve barbs. 
 

 
 
As shown above, with a tip selected, remove a tube one at a time, off the corresponding selector 
valve barb, insert the tip firmly into the barb and immediately replace the tubing onto the 
selector. 
 
NOTE:  You may desire to have rinse water as one of your mop bucket selector valve positions 
or you may not desire all four products as either a spray bottle or mop bucket fill.  In these cases, 
you should plug the corresponding selector valve barb.  This is accomplished by using a clear 
metering tip.  Press firmly into place an replace the tubing. 

B

A 

B

D

C

A
D

C 

Selector Valves Locations 

Docking Ports 

A 

B 
C

D 

Selector 
Valve 
Locations 

32 

20 

20 

8 417 41 
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4.3.2 Satellites (Spray and Mop) 
 
Since there are only two product docking ports for the satellite cabinet, the metering tip set up 
procedure is simplified.  The sequence of product cartridge docking ports are A (left) and B 
(right).  These correspond to the top left and top right barbs on the selector valve.  The lower two 
barbs may be used for either a clean water rinse or setting a different dilution rate for the same 
product. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

IMPORTANT:  While the tubing has been routed at the manufacturer to speed the installation 
time, you should check to make sure all tubing positions are correct before inserting the metering 
tips.  
 
With a tip selected, remove each tube one at a time off the corresponding selector valve barb, 
insert the tip firmly into the barb and immediately replace the tubing onto the selector. 
 
NOTE:  For the mop bucket installation you may desire to have one of the selector valve 
positions be rinse water.  Make sure this selector valve barb is plugged using a clear metering 
tip.  Press firmly into place and replace the tubing.  As a rule, all of the unused selector valve 
positions should have the barbs plugged using a clear metering tip.  This will ensure no air enters 
to affect the dilution. 
 
4.4   VOLUMETRIC CALIBRATION 
 
4.4.1 Items Needed for Calibration 

 Product concentrate in new 1.3 L bottle with gradations on back of bottle  
 One gallon container 
 Set of metering tips 

 
4.4.2 Calibration Procedure 

A B

A

B

Selector Valves Locations 

Docking Ports 

33 34 

23 

2 3 5 6 

35 

36 
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NOTE:  Metering Tips are selected on the basis of: 
1. Water Pressure 
2. Water Flow Rate 
3. Product Temperature (should be at room temperature, dilution rate will be 

too low if product is cold and too high if the product is warm). 
 

1) Install the metering tip closest to the target dilution rate as recommended in section 
(13). 

 
2) Prime the pick-up line, using the product you are testing.  (This is very important!) 

 
 
3) Make note of where the product level is on the calibrated QC bottle. 
 
Note:  There is a series of 7 horizontal gradation lines on the side of the container facing 
out on the new 1.3 L QC bottle.  These are to facilitate calibration of the closed QC 
system.  The distance between these lines is equal to one ounce of product.  The spacing 
between the gradations compensates for the shape of the bottle. 
 
4) Dispense one gallon of use solution (**), aspirating the concentrate from the 

calibrated QC bottle.  After one gallon has been dispensed, stop and note the 
difference in the amount of concentrate in the calibrated QC bottle.  This difference is 
the amount of concentrate being used to make one gallon of use solution, or the 
measured dilution rate in ounces/gallon of concentrate. 

 
**For higher concentrations, a smaller end use container size may be needed.  If you 
use a 32 ounce spray bottle, multiply your measured ounces by 4 to get ounces/gallon 
of concentrate. 
 

5) Compare measured dilution rate versus target dilution rate.  If measured dilution rate 
is too low, select next larger diameter metering tip.  If measured dilution rate is too 
high, select next smaller diameter metering tip. 

 
6) Repeat the volumetric check until the measured dilution rate is within 100-125% of 

target concentration. 
 

7) Repeat as often as needed after initial set-up to ensure consistent product strength. 
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5.0  Labeling – Product Identification (ID) 
 
Once the metering tips are in place, you will need to place an individual product ID label in the 
position which corresponds to the selector valve barb fitted with the appropriate metering tip.  
Press each label firmly into position. 
 
Central Supply only:  It is important to note that additional product ID labels are required to 
help insure correct loading of the product cartridges.  These labels should be placed on the inside 
of the bottom product door in the positions identified (A through D).  Again, these labels should 
read from left to right, with the far left product ID door label being the same label as that used 
for the lower left selector valve position (spray and mop).  Check to make sure your bottom door 
labeling sequence from left to right is the same as how they appear on the top cover clockwise 
around each selector valve (Starting at the lower left position). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT:  Proper positioning of the product ID labels in relation to the corresponding 
metering tips and product docking ports, is vital to ensure proper set up. 
 
 

6.0  Water Hook-up/Backflow Prevention 

 
These cabinets should be connected to a cold water source with a minimum static pressure of 30 
psi.  This connection can be achieved using two basic methods; hard plumbed to a separate line 
(or) attach onto a sink faucet. Verify installation before attaching the 1052 backflow 
preventer. The female threads will permanently mount to the male threads.   Details for 
each installation are as follows: 
 

A 

C B

D 

A 
D

C
B 
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6.1 Hard Plumbed/Separate Water Line 
 
This method may be required in some areas.  Check with local and state plumbing codes to issue 
proper installation.  This installation should only be done by a certified plumber. A backflow 
preventer compliant with local code should be secured to the NSF approved hose and then 
attached to the end of the plumbed water line.  This line should have a water valve in-line before 
the backflow device to provide shut off. 
 
6.2 Faucets with an AVB/Standard Cabinet 
 
Refer to the illustrations on the next 2 pages for proper set-up of airgap and standard aspirator 
cabinets: 
 

 
 

QC Dispensers with standard aspirators: 
9202-2030 QC Central Supply 
9202-2033 QC Satellite Bottle Fill 
9202-2034 QC Satellite Mop Fill 
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NOTE:  The side kick is attached to the janitor sink with a quick disconnect.  When the system 
is not in use, it should be disconnected from the janitors sink faucet. 
 
NOTE:  When using the standard aspirator cabinet with a water source faucet that does not have 
an AVB, you will only need to use the provided 1052 backflow preventer attached to the NSF 
approved hose. 
 

QC Dispensers with Air Gap Aspirators: 
9202-2028 QC Central Supply AG 
9202-2031 QC Satellite AG Bottle Fill 
9202-2032   QC Satellite AG Mop Fill 
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7.0  Priming the System 
 
 
Before replacing the top cover you should turn on the water supply line to check for leaks and 
prime all product pick up tubes, checking for air bubbles, (indicates an air leak). 
 
Using a bucket to catch the discharge, press each water valve.  Continue holding the valve open 
until product fills the tube up to the selector valve.  With this line primed, rotate the selector 
valve to the next position and repeat until all lines are primed. 
 
 
 

 
 
NOTE:  Product pick-up lines that have been plugged with a clear metering tip will not prime. 
 
IMPORTANT:  Large air bubbles in the product pick-up lines are an indication of a leak 
somewhere.   You will need to trouble shoot that line and eliminate the leak to ensure an 
accurate dilution. 
 
You are now ready to replace the top cover.  First position the cover over the selector valve 
knob(s), then lift the top of the cover up and over the top latch.  Rotate down, while making sure 
the cabinet body goes into the cover groove.  Snap into place.  Should the finger release tab not 
snap, you can secure the top cover to the body using a #4 screw.  The system is now ready for 
operation. 
 

27

38

37

40

39
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8.0   Operating Procedures 
 
 
8.1 Spray Bottle Filling 
 
When filling spray bottles, select the empty spray bottle that is labeled with the product you 
intend to fill.  Place spray bottle fill tube (shorter, smaller tube) into the empty bottle.  Rotate the 
selector valve so the arrow is pointing to the desired product.  Push the button that is directly 
above this selector valve to begin filling. 
 
IMPORTANT:  This equipment is fitted with a spray bottle fill tube that is intended to go to the 
bottom of the bottle to reduce foaming.  Release the water valve button before any foam or 
product begins to exit the bottle.  Slowly remove the bottle, allowing the product trapped in the 
tube to drain out completely. 
 
8.2 Mop Bucket Filling 
 
To fill a mop bucket, place the long tube into the bucket making sure the tube is not kinked or 
running horizontal at any point.  Rotate the selector valve so the arrow is pointing to the desired 
product.  Push the button that is directly above this selector valve to begin filling.  This button 
can be locked on by rotating clockwise.  When completed, return the tubing to its hook position 
on the side of the cabinet. 
 
 

9.0 Periodic Maintenance 

 
 Dispense some of each product to confirm the system is working. 
 Remove top cover, and dispense some of each product checking to see that no significant air 

bubbles are present in the product pick-up lines.  This would indicate the possibility of 
inaccurate dilutions being dispensed. 

 Check to see that the right products are being used in the corresponding docking ports.  
These products should correlate to the individual product ID labels on the top cover. 

 Wash all surfaces and docking components located in the lower part of  the cabinet with clear 
water. 

 Inspect all tubing for cracks, kinks and leaks and replace as necessary. 
 Replace any damaged or discolored product I.D. labels. 
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10.0 TroubleShooting 
 
 
Symptom Action 
No Product Dispensed/Air Bubbles in 
Product Feed Tube. 

1. Product cartridge is empty.  Replace. 
2. Low water pressure.  Increase pressure to 

30 psi minimum. 
3. Clear metering tip with no hole is installed.  

Change tip. 
4. Plugged metering tip.  Clean or change the 

tip. 
5. Check valve or O-ring in the docking 

manifold not sealing properly.  Replace 
entire manifold. 

6. Product cartridge not pressed firmly into 
place. 

Air Gap Aspirator Leaks. 1. Back pressure due to crimped tube or 
plugging in line. 

2. Back pressure due to fill tube running 
parallel or up hill. 

Product Concentrate Too High. 1. Wrong metering tip.  Change to a smaller 
orifice tip. 

2. Metering tip is loose.  Remove and install a 
new tip. 

Product Concentration Too Low. 1. Wrong metering tip.  Change to a larger 
orifice tip. 

2. Plugged metering tip.  Change tip. 
3. Low water pressure.  Increase the pressure. 
4. Aspirator plugged.  Replace aspirator. 
5. Pickup tube leaks.  Replace tubing. 
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11.0 Replacement Parts 
 
Replacement Parts List – (REF NO. Refer to photos throughout the manual) 
 
REF NO. PART NO.     DESCRIPTION 
       1  9202-2036     QC Central Supply AG Manifold Replacement Assembly 
       2  9202-2054     QC Satellite AG Mop Fill Manifold Replacement Assembly 
       3  9202-2055     QC Satellite AG Bottle Fill Manifold Replacement Assembly 
       4  9202-2056     QC Central Supply Manifold Replacement Assembly 
       5  9202-2057     QC Satellite Mop Fill Replacement Assembly 
       6  9202-2058           QC Satellite Bottle Fill Replacement Assembly 
       7   9202-2041      Push Button – Bottle Fill (NON-Locking) 
       8   9202-2042      Push Button – Mop Fill (Locking) 
       9  9202-2051      QC I&O Manual 
      10  8526-1790      Water Valve  
      11  8530-0168      Hose Filter Washer 
      12  8530-0838      Hose Filter Washer (70 Mesh) 
      13  9202-4454      Aspirator, 4 GPM, Yellow 
      14              9202-2066      Aspirator, 1 GPM, Gray 
      15  9202-2354      Mounting Clamp (Non-AG)  
      16  9202-2067      Mop Fill Hose Assembly (Non-AG) 
      17  9202-2053      Mop Hose Plastic Hanger 
      18              8501-6293      Mop Fill Hose (AG, 6 ft) 
      19              9202-2065      AG Mop Hose Plastic Hanger 
      20              8501-5378            Replacement Tubing, PVC .375 (Manifold to Selector) – order  
                                                      in feet 
      21              9202-2046      QC Metering Tip Assorted Bag 
      22              8524-0208      1052 Backflow Preventer 
      23              8702-0822      Lock, QC Dispenser (comes with 1 key) 
      24              8702-9047      Key, replacement, lock 176 
      25              9202-2064      Spray Bottle AG Fill Tube 
      26              9202-0001      Spray Bottle Fill Tube Assembly (Non-AG) 
      27              9202-2035      QC Bottle Clip (Product Manifold) 
      28              9202-2083      Air Gap Aspirator, Low Flow, Gray 
      29              9202-2084      Air Gap Aspirator, High Flow, Yellow 
      30  9202-2354      Clamp to attach air gap to Selector Valve 
      31              9202-2192      QC Central Supply Dispenser Cover With Nameplate 
      32              9202-2194      QC Central Supply Dispenser Door With Nameplate 
      33              9202-2195      QC Satellite Spray Bottle Dispenser Cover With Nameplate 
      34              9202-2196      QC Satellite Mop Dispenser Cover With Nameplate 
      35              9202-2197      QC Satellite Dispenser Door With Nameplate 
      36              8821-3384            #4 X3/8” Phillips Flat Head Scew for Cover 
      37              8822-4183            #6 X 1 ¼” Phillips Pan Head Tap Screw (2 per) 
      38              8720-4509            O-ring .500 X .0625 Viton (Product Manifolds)* 
      39              9202-2070            Front Guide of Product Manifold* 
      40              9202-2043            Product Manifold* 
Buy All * components to make product Manifold   
      41              9202-2143            Button Cover 
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      42              8524-4001            Fill Tube Vent 
      43              8730-1131            Hose Clamp 5/16 to 7/8 Stainless Steel 
      44              8730-1032            Hose Clamp 11/16 to 1-1/4 Stainless Steel 
      45              9202-2350            Clamp to attach aspirator to Selector Valve 
 
 

12.0 Accessory Parts 
 
 
Accessory Parts List 
 
PART NO.  DESCRIPTION 
9480-2188 Hose NSF (6 ft) (air gap units) 
8578-3744  Garden Hose Quick Connect, Male, Brass 
8578-3751  Garden Hose Quick Connect, Female, Brass 
9201-8472  Sidekick & 1052 with thread kit 
9201-8480  Sidekick with thread kit 
8579-3032 Hose Y without Intragal Shutoffs 
9200-2012 Black rubber hose (6 ft) non air gap units 
9482-2186 Hose NSF (15 ft) air gap units (optional) 
9200-2014  Black rubber hose (15 ft) non air gap units (optional) 
 
Complete Replacement Units 
 
PART NO.  DESCRIPTION 
9202-2028  QC Central Supply AG Pkd 
9202-2030  QC Central Supply Pkd 
9202-2031  QC Satellite AG Spray Bottle Fill Pkd 
9202-2032  QC Satellite AG Mop Fill Pkd 
9202-2033  QC Satellite Spray Bottle Fill Pkd 
9202-2034  QC Satellite Mop Fill Pkd 
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13.0 Metering Tip Guide 

 
Standard Aspirator (Non-Air Gap) Metering Tip Chart For 1 gal/min. Flow (Spray bottle Fill) 

      
QC      

Product 1/4 1/2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 
 oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. Oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal.

456/Omega - Pink - - - - - - - - - - 
91 - - - Purple - Yellow Brown Orange - Green - Tan 
52 - - Pink Purple - Yellow Brown Orange - - - - 
51 - Pink Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown - Orange Green Tan - - 
53 - - Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown Orange Green - Tan Blue White 
33 - - Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown - - - - - - 
31 Purple Yellow Orange - - - - - - - - - 
71 - - Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown - - - - - - 

NA Bath   Purple Yellow Brown Orange Green - Tan Blue 
      

Standard Aspirator (Non-Air Gap) Metering Tip Chart For 4 gal/min. Flow (Mop Bucket Fill) 
      

QC      
Product 1/4 1/2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 

 oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. Oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal.
456/Omega - Lt. Blue - - - - - - - - - - 

91 - - Brown Green Tan White - - - - - - 
52 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
51 - - Orange Tan Blue White - - - - - - 
53 - - Orange Tan Blue White - - - - - - 
33 - - Orange Tan White Red - - - - - - 
31 Green Blue Red - - - - - - - - - 
71 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NA Bath   Green Blue white Beige   
      

Air Gap Aspirator Metering Tip Chart For 1 gal./min. Flow (Spray Bottle Fill)   
      

QC      
Product 1/4 1/2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 

 oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. Oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal.
456/Omega - Pink - - - - - - - - - - 

91 - - - Purple - Yellow Brown Orange Green - Tan Blue 
52 - - Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown - Orange - - - - 
51 - Pink Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown Orange Green - Tan - - 
53 - - Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown Orange Green - Tan Blue White 
33 - - Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown - - - - - - 
31 Purple Yellow Orange - - - - - - - - - 
71 - - Lt. Blue Purple Yellow Brown - - - - - - 

NA Bath   Purple Yellow Brown Orange Green - Tan Blue 
      

Air Gap Aspirator Metering Tip Chart For 4 gal./min. Flow (Mop Bucket Fill)   
      

QC      
Product 1/4 1/2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 

 oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. Oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal. oz./gal.
456/Omega - Purple - - - - - - - - - - 

91 - - Orange Green Tan Blue - - - - - - 
52 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
51 - - Orange Tan Blue White - - - - - - 
53 - - Green Blue White Black - - - - - - 
33 - - Green White Black No Tip - - - - - - 
31 Tan Red No Tip - - - - - - - - - 
71 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

NA Bath   Green Blue white Beige   
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14.0 Installation Tools 

 
 Channel-lock pliers 
 Electric or cordless drill 
 Drill bit 

 ¼ in. (6mm) masonry bit 
 Standard screwdriver  
 Utility knife 
 Tape (optional) 
 Hammer 
 5/16 in. (8 mm) Nut Driver (optional) 
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Approved. Proven. Powerful.
Chemical-Free Cleaning, Sanitizing & Stain Removal.

1-800-808-1723
www.tersanoprofessional.com

US and International Patents and Patents Pending.

Nothing but clean, and 
nothing less than hours 
of sanitizing time. 
Nothing left of dirt, grease, 
grime, stains, oil, odors and 
germs. And nothing doing when 
it comes to chemicals, residues 
or rinsing. Think nothing of 
cleaning and sanitizing any 
surface - glass, ceramics, fabrics, 
chrome, carpets, linoleum, 
upholstery, tile, wood, plastic, 
stone, mirrors, vinyl, leather 
and painted surfaces.

Take A Close Look At Our New lotus® PRO

And you’ll see nothing for hours.



Now get hours of cleaning 
power with the New  
Stabilization Module. 
Turns ordinary tap water 
into a long-lasting, natural 
Oxy cleaner and sanitizer 
using patented Aqueous 
Ozone technology that 
keeps more ozone in 
solution for longer periods.

Approved. Proven. Powerful.
Chemical-Free Cleaning, Sanitizing & Stain Removal.

1-800-808-1723
www.tersanoprofessional.com

Introducing the lotus® PRO Now With Stabilization Module 
Technology For Extended Sanitizing Power.
Take a look at our continuous !ow, chemical-free cleaning work horse for use in 
large and hard to clean facilities. Universities, factories, hospitals, o"ce buildings, 
hotels and retail stores all over North America have put us into their janitor closets 
and cleaning stations to clean, sanitize and deodorize with Aqueous Ozone instead 
of cleaning chemicals. Made from tap water and oxygen by lotus® PRO technology, 
Aqueous Ozone is a widely approved, proven and powerful alternative that 
eliminates rinsing and residues. It works hard as a natural all-purpose cleaning and 
sanitizing agent for hours, at which it turns back into water and oxygen. Leaving 
nothing behind except clean. Naturally.

Model Number

LQFC425K

Dimensions

17.5” X 14.5” X 7”

Flow

Continuous - 10 min. 
shut o! safety feature

Rate

Up to 5 gals/min

All-in-Cost

As low as $0.025/gal

Cartridge Life

Series I - 1,600 gals
Series II -   800 gals

Nothing Stands In The Way Of Our Natural 
Cleaning & Sanitizing Ability.

FEATURES BENEFITS
No expensive toxic chemicals Cut costs & liability with more cleaning power

Plug-and-play design Installs and sets up in minutes

Regulatory approval by EPA, FDA, OSHA, UL, CSA Meets highest safety and performance standards

Compact, lightweight, durable Fits easily into small janitors closets

All-in-one cleaning, sanitizing & deodorizing Eliminates multiple chemicals & guesswork

No mixing, no rinsing Increased productivity with better results

Up to 5 gallons per minute !ow rate Quickly #ll mop buckets, scrubbers & extractors

Stabilizer Included Sanitize and cleans for up to 4 hours

“ We use it for everything from scrubbing 
our !oors to detailing Ferrari’s. You really 
notice the di$erence when you’re detailing 
the inside of a vehicle. It doesn’t take 
your breath away like chemicals do. Your 
workers will love you for getting it.”

Bob Beaumont - Formula One Foreman

Aqueous Ozone (AO): Nature’s Oxy Cleaner
Made naturally by sunlight, Aqueous Ozone  (AO) eliminates dirt and germs by 
oxidizing them the same way strong chemical cleaners do. The only di!erence is that 
AO turns back into oxygen and water when it’s job is done, leaving nothing behind 
but clean.

lotus® and Tersano™ are trademarks of © 2005 Tersano Inc.
US and International Patents and Patents Pending.



Meet the lotus® PRO Trigger Spray

Nothing But On-The-Spot Convenience 
With Mobile All-Purpose Performance.

Model Number

LSC225K

Dimensions

11” X 9” X 13”

Capacity

650 ml cold tap water

Cleaning time

Up to 1 hour

Power Usage

Standard 120 v

Cartridge Life

650 cycle - $.03/cycle

Our handheld model, the lotus® PRO Trigger Spray (TS) model packs big 
chemical-free cleaning punch in its compact size with the same Aqueous Ozone 
as the larger, stationary lotus® PRO. A portable all-in-one chemical-free cleaning 
center, the lotus® PRO TS features a base with a removable, rechargeable shatter-
proof spray bottle. Ideal for cleaning carts, cafeterias, washrooms, smaller retail, 
commercial and medical o"ces, and general house-keeping, the TS produces 
Aqueous Ozone that sanitizes, removes, stains, deodorizes and cleans for up to 
an hour. Works on virtually any surface, any kind of dirt or stain without rinsing or 
residues.

FEATURES BENEFITS
Chemical Free Cut costs of  buying, storing & mixing chemicals 

All-in-one cleaning, sanitizing & stain removal Eliminates multiple chemicals & guesswork

Regulatory approval by EPA, FDA, OSHA, CSA, UL Meets highest safety & performance standards

Mounting systems standard Attaches to walls, cleaning carts easily

Durable base with shatter-proof bottle Long-lasing reliability & performance

No mixing, rinsing, fumes or toxins Increased productivity, safety & greenability

Recharges Aqueous Ozone in about 2 minutes On-demand power for any job, anywhere

Runs on cold tap water & 120 v power No more trips to the cleaning closet for re#lls 
Here’s To Your Health With lotus® PRO Aqueous Ozone:
Because it leaves no residues, powerful Aqueous Ozone is used to sanitize bot-
tling lines, bottled water bottles, as well the water inside the bottles. Cheers to 
the natural cleaning power of lotus PRO.

Approved. Proven. Powerful.
Chemical-Free Cleaning, Sanitizing & Stain Removal.

1-800-808-1723
www.tersanoprofessional.com

“ We use it to clean everything in the 
entire building. As an elderly care facility, 
we need to be sure we’re getting rid of 
dirt and germs without chemical irritants. 
That’s why we like lotus PRO.”

Linda P. - Cleaning Specialist
Chartwell Seniors Housing REIT

carry caddy base mount wall mount

lotus® and Tersano™ are trademarks of © 2005 Tersano Inc.
US and International Patents and Patents Pending.

Get Started 
With PROscrub:
Years of soap & 
chemical use can 
leave behind hard 
to clean sludge, 
especially in 
bathrooms. To help 
you quickly clean 
when you switch 
to lotus PRO, use 
PROsrub just once, 
and you may never 
use it again. 



Approved. Proven. Powerful.
Chemical-Free Cleaning, Sanitizing & Stain Removal.

1-800-808-1723
www.tersanoprofessional.com

Nothing Short Of Excellence For Over A Century.
Ozone has been in use commercially for over a century as a sanitizer and cleaner. Widely recognized for it’s power to kill germs without leaving residues, it was #rst used 
commercially in Nice, France in 1908 for drinking water puri#cation. Since 1986 it has been used in all Olympic competition swimming pools. Today it is commonly used to 
keep seafood processing plants clean, and to clean and sanitize organic produce. 

Nothing But Praise From Our Users.
“As one of the only facilities in Canada certi#ed to repair the 
2012 Lexus LFA, the newest and most expensive car made by 
Lexus, we need every car and every square inch of our operation 
to be immaculate. That’s why we use lotus PRO on everything 
from !oors to Ferrarri’s.”                 

Franco Gobbato, Owner & President Formula 1 

 “ When you spend thousands of dollars a year on chemicals and 
some one comes along with a solution that takes away 80% of 
that cost, you don’t have to be a rocket scientist to do the math...  
and our !oors are cleaner with no rinsing.” 
      Terry Line -Canadian Tire CorporationFairview

 “ I like that it has no chemicals. I don’t need any special safety 
equipment because I don’t have to worry about spills. It does a 
great job without rinsing so it makes cleaning grime and oil  o$ 
our plant !oors faster. ”

Chris Shonbein, Jr. - Atlas Tube

 “ We’re picky about keeping our !eet running top notch and 
take pride in the way each one of our rigs looks. We were 
spending way too much time and money keeping our tarps 
clean. Now our tarps look brand new with no expensive cleaning 
chemicals to buy or spill. ”               

Keith Robinson - Robinson Transport, On 
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